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Dam operations alter the hydrological regime of rivers with mostly negative effects on aquatic habitat. Sudden 

changes from high to low flow releases may cause detaching of pools from stream flows. Aquatic species may be 

stranded in these detached pools, called stranding pools, resulting in higher mortality of fish in those pools than 

in the channel. Here, we focus on quantifying the impact of flow releases of the Anderson Ranch Dam on the 

South Fork Boise River, which hosts bull trout an endangered fish species. We developed a 2-dimensional model 

of a 24 km long reach of the South Fork Boise River (Idaho, US) and simulated water surface elevations for 

different discharge releases from the Anderson Ranch Dam to delineate stranding pools as a result of discharge 

changes from high to low flows. Comparison between predicted and observed stranding pool locations showed 

good correlations. We analyzed frequency and size of stranding pools as a result of regulated flows. Our study 

shows that coupling high resolution maps with hydraulic modeling provides an important tool to quantify the 

effects and the risks of dam operation scenarios on fish stranding in those detached pools.  
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1 INTRODUCTION  

The stranding of fish species due to rapid reductions in river water surface elevation is one of the ecological 

impacts associated with dam management [1, 2]. Stranding can occur by formation of isolated pool when water 

surface elevation drops in the river. Fish stranding has been reported during high to low flows below dams 

causing mortality of salmonids [3]. Dauwalter et al. [4] reviewed that the likelihood of fish stranding was not 

related to the rate of change in water surface elevation based on study in the Bear River below Grace Dam 

(Idaho). The chance of fish stranding depends on many factors such as fish species and their life stages, rate of 

change in water surface elevation due to flow management, stream temperature, the time of the day (night Vs 

day), so it appears to be site specific [4-6].  

In this study, we focused on quantifying the impact of flow releases from the Anderson Ranch Dam on 

formation of stranding pools in the South Fork Boise River. We developed 2-dimensional (2D) model using high 

resolution (2-meter) channel bathymetry to delineate stranding pool formation for different discharge (i.e., 17, 

28, 45, 57, 68, 102, 142, 184 and 227 m
3
/s) releases from the dam. We compared predicted and observed 

stranding pool locations to verify our approach.  

2 METHODS 

2.1 Study area 

South Fork Boise River is a 47 km long reach between Anderson Ranch and Arrowrock Dams. It has 

approximately 3,382 km
2
 watershed area. The reach has an average width and slope of 41 m and 0.0043, 

respectively. It can be divided into two segments: an upper south more open canyon reach (here after upper 

reach) and a lower north narrower canyon reach (here after lower reach) (Figure 1). The upper open canyon 

reach is generally broad, shallow, and characterized by riffles and runs and braided in several areas. As a result 

of dam management for irrigation, flood control and power production, stream discharges vary between 8.5 to 

200 m
3
/s. 
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Figure 1. South Fork Boise River basin and the study reach 

2.2 Hydrodynamic model development 

We developed a 2D model using MIKE 21 software package utilizing high-resolution DEMs, upstream 

discharge and downstream water surface elevation as boundary conditions.  We developed a 2D model using 

MIKE 21 software package utilizing high-resolution DEMs, upstream discharge and downstream water surface 

elevation as boundary conditions. The MIKE 21 model simulates unsteady two-dimensional hydraulic properties 

such as water surface elevations, depth-averaged flow velocities and bottom shear stresses, using a finite 

difference algorithm [DHI, 7]. It solves the time-dependent, vertically-integrated RANS equations of mass and 

momentum conservation in two-horizontal directions.  

Tributary discharges are calculated from discharge-area relationship with measured discharges for specific 

tributaries (e.g., Dixie Creek) and Mors Creek gage station located nearby watershed. Their contribution to the 

main stem flows should not alter delineated stranding pools because summations of tributary input are less than 

10% of yearly average discharge in the South Fork Boise River. 

Water depths were predicted for each discharge (i.e., 17, 28, 45, 57, 68, 102, 142, 184 and 227 m
3
/s) and 

converted to wetted polygon. Main channel polygon was delineated for the base flow of 8 m
3
/s, which is a 

minimum flow release from the Anderson Ranch Dam.  

2.3 Stranding pool delineation 

We defined stranding pools a pool, which is disconnected from the main channel during discharge recession 

from a high to low flows. We selected all polygons greater than 16 m
2
 (4 cells), which were 2 m (one cell) away 

and detached from the main channel. Dauwalter et al. [4] surveyed fish stranding during change in flow (51 m
3
/s 

to 8 m
3
/s) in the South Fork Boise River (in September, 2012) as a result of Anderson Ranch Dam operation. The 

size of stranding pools ranged from 0.12 to 1081.5 m
2
. The goal of this pilot study was to determine the extent of 

fish stranding and habitats associated with stranding during flow downramping. Because the field-surveyed 

stranding pools were reported by a point with X-Y coordinates survey by handheld GPS device; it is difficult to 

compare two-dimensional polygons to the point location. The horizontal accuracy (1 to 30 m) of handheld GPS 

depends on features and their capabilities [8]. We calculated the nearest distance of modeled stranding pool 

(polygon) for 57 m
3
/s from a surveyed point, to analyze model performance on predicting stranding pools. 

Furthermore, we delineated number of polygons and calculated stranding pool areas for specified discharges.   

3 RESULTS 

Our preliminary results showed that the model delineated stranding pools for 57 m
3
/s were matched with field 

surveyed stranding pools in 2012 (Figure 2). The model was able to delineate the pools close to surveyed 

stranding pools, where median distance were 10.46 m from field surveyed pool location. The performances of 

model were deemed satisfactory considering objective of the study and probable uncertainties in coordinates of 

points surveyed using handheld GPS. 



 
 

Figure 2. Preliminary map of model delineated stranding pools (green) for discharge 57 m
3
/s and field surveyed 

stranding pools in 2012. 

 

Number of stranding pools and calculated areas of pools increased with higher discharges (Figure ). The 

number (from 34 to 280) of pools increased slowly with discharge up to 68 m3/s, whereas they (from 280 to 

2993) increased noticeably for discharges higher than 68 m3/s. The pool area also followed similar trend as of 

number of pools (Figure  3), where pool area increased distinctly for discharges higher than 68 m3/s. Inundations 

maps showed that the flow connects floodplain at discharges higher than 68 m3/s and create pools, which are 

disconnected later during flow recession to base flow. Our results showed that chance of development of 

stranding pools are higher for large (e.g., 227 m3/s) discharges than those for small (17 m3/s). However, our 

study does not consider impact of ramping rate, but just focused on the stranding pools those are formed during 

change in discharge from high to base flow. Although, stranding pools are formed as discharges change, the 

chance of fish stranding may depend on ramping rate but also on shape of river system (i.e., steep Vs flat slope), 

pools size, depth and fish species [9] and habitat quality of those areas [10].  
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Figure 3: Model delineated number of stranding pools and area against discharge magnitude.  

   

Our results showed that recession of discharges from high to base flow form more stranding pools, which 

are supported by the fact that more fish were stranded during the recession of discharge from 51 to 25 m
3
/s than 

for recession from 17 to 8 m
3
/s [4]. Based on our results, the hydrodynamic modeling of flow using 2D model 

may be useful tool to delineate and identify stranding pools, which may be helpful to manage water resources 

considering aquatic habitat. However, the model results should be validated with the field surveyed data before 

using for water resource management.  
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